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So, we have ALL been single on Valentine’s Day, and it’s not 
much fun. Whether you’re 6 and no one has given you a Valentine's 
Day card, or 17 and still as single as you could ever be, we’ve all 
been there. Why is it such a bad thing to be single on Valentine’s 
Day? An average person will spend $130.97 on their valentine, and 
YOU get to save that $130 if you’re single. Being single IS NOT a 
bad thing. Just because there’s a national holiday for having a 
significant other doesn’t mean that being in a relationship is a 
priority. Now, since that is out in the open, here are some fun 
ways to spend your Valentine’s Day, without a valentine. (If you 
actually have a valentine, that’s cool too. No bashing here)

Treat Yourself!- Spend that cash on yourself! Go out and buy 
chocolates, grab a nice dinner, go see a good movie, or even go 
buy yourself a pair of shoes. Who says you only get to do these 
things for another person? You deserve a day off, and to 
appreciate yourself as an individual.

Spend Time with Others- Just because you’re single doesn’t 
mean you have to isolate yourself on Valentine’s Day. Go hang out 
with your friends,  or spend time with your family! Being alone will 
just make you feel worse. 

Throw a Singles Party- What better way to celebrate 
Valentine’s Day single, then to spend it with others that are single 
as well! Watch some rom-coms, eat some chocolate, listen to some 
jams, and throw in some laughter. Have fun and enjoy the moment! 

Forget About it-  *cue Donnie Brasco impression* No matter 
what you do on Valentine’s Day, you are still you, and your life is 
still your life. The world will still turn, so, forget about what you’re 
doing on one day out of the whole year, and ENJOY YOUR LIFE! 

Valentine’s Day; Single Edition
-Devin 
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How to treat yourself on Valentine’s Day or any other day.

For some, Valentine’s day is meant to be spent with someone you love. For 
others, Valentine’s day is one of the few days of the year they allow themselves 
to binge on chocolate and all things sweet. If the second description describes 
you, feel free to munch on yummy snacks or gift yourself with some relaxation 
and do something fun. Some examples are: go get yourself a mani-pedi; see a 
new movie; have some good retail therapy; do whatever you want! These 
activities are not limited to just Valentine’s Day, they’re fun for any day.
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Carter G. Woodson

Black history month is the 
Annual celebration  of 
achievements by African 
Americans and is also held in 
Canada and UK (in October) each 
year since 1976. The President of 
the United States has officially 
designated February Black History 
Month.

Black History Month grew from 
Negro History Week. Negro History 
Week was promoted by historian 
Carter G Woodson and prominent 
African-American minister Jesse E 
Moorland. The pair founded the 
Association for the Study of Negro 
Life and History which sponsored a 
Negro History Week in 1926. They 
choose the second week of 
February to coincide with the 
birthdays of Frederick Douglass and 
Abraham Lincoln. Woodson 
created Negro History Week 
because African Americans and 
their accomplishments were largely 
left out of the educational 
curriculum of that time. When 
African Americans were 
mentioned, it was usually very 
demeaning imagery or 
discriminatory ideas.

Unlike it often seems to be 
today, Woodson never intended 
black history to be about black firsts 
and a parade of black icons. 
Woodson was a scholar. He 
intended this observance as a 
means to get around the 
institutional hatred of the era and 
ultimately have this new 
information included in the 
teaching of American history, 
period.

Jesse E. Moorland
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“You may shoot me 
with your words, 
You may cut me 
with your eyes, 
You may kill me 
with your 
hatefulness, 
But still, like air, I’ll 
rise.” This excerpt 
from Maya 
Angelou’s poem 
“Still I Rise” is just a 
small taste of how 
many African 
American’s didn’t 
let something as 
trivial as the color of 
their skin impact 
their success as 
poets. Many African 
American poets 
have been victims 
of racial bias and 
even hate crimes 
throughout history. 
There was even a 
time when African 
Americans were 
considered property 

of other human 
beings. Even so, they 
have risen above 
these issues and out 
of their struggles 
have come wonderful 
and intriguing art. 
Poems,  Short 
Stories, Books, and 
Painting have been 
inspired by the 
struggles this people 
group has overcome. 

“I got the Weary Blues
       And I can’t be satisfied.
       Got the Weary Blues
       And can’t be satisfied—
       I ain’t happy no mo’
       And I wish that I had died.”
And far into the night he 
crooned that tune.
The stars went out and so did 
the moon.
The singer stopped playing and 
went to bed
While the Weary Blues echoed 
through his head.
He slept like a rock or a man 
that’s dead. - Langston Hughes 

"Nations, like 
plants and 
human beings, 
grow. And if the 
development is 
thwarted they 
are dwarfed and 
overshadowed."
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Pioneer of soul music, Ray Charles was 
completely blind by age 7. It was at this 
time that he also developed his talent as a 

singer and pianist.  

Armstrong is one of America’s most influential 
jazz trumpeters. Hailing from New Orleans, his 
raspy voice and stage personality are almost as 

easily recognizable as his trumpet sound.

The “First Lady of Song,” Ella Fitzgerald’s 
singing career spanned 59 years and earned 
numerous awards, including national medals 
from both Ronald Reagan and George H. W. 

Bush. 

A founder of American soul, Sam Cooke’s music 
helped pave the way for other iconic black musicians 
such as Aretha Franklin, Stevie Wonder and Marvin 

Gaye. Cooke also founded a record label and 
publishing company, taking an active role in music 

business.
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Michael Jackson broke a number of barriers for African 
Americans including being the first Black artist to have 
a video shown on MTV, the first Black global pop icon, 

and by breaking sales records with Thriller. 

You can’t discuss jazz without discussing Duke 
Ellington. This big-band jazz composer and pianist 

wrote more than 1,000 compositions. Ellington 
preferred to refer to his work as “American Music” 
rather than jazz, but his influence in the jazz genre 

is one of the strongest. 

One of the greatest vocalists of the early to mid 
1900s. Her career highlights include singing at the 
Lincoln Memorial on Easter in 1939 and being the 
first black person to perform at the Metropolitan 

Opera.

Dubbed “Lady Day,” she was one of the 
foremost blues singers in history known 

for her soulful voice.
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Jean-Michel Basquiat was a Neo-Expressionist painter in the 1980s. 
He was best known for his graffiti and pieces in collaboration with 
Andy Warhol. Dustheads,,(shown above), is one of Basquiat’s most 
famous and expensive paintings.

Thornton Dial was an artist who used found objects, fabric, and paint 
to make intricate wall reliefs and sculptures. Dial’s pieces often told a 
story of black struggle in the South.

-Sarah
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Kehinde Wiley is a portrait painter who is known for his highly 
realistic paintings of people with brown skin in heroic poses. Wiley’s 
work blends a fluid idea of modern culture with historical references.

Glenn Ligon is a conceptual artist whose work explores race, 
language, desire, culture, and identity. His art displays the hardship 
and passion behind black history around the world.

-Sarah
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Mickalene Thomas is a contemporary African American artist best 
known for her complex paintings made of rhinestones, acrylic and 
enamel. Thomas introduces a complex version of what it means to be 
a woman and expands common definitions of beauty.

Barkley L. Hendricks is a painter and photographer best known 
for his realist and postmodern portraits of people of color living in 
urban areas.

-Sarah
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Araminta “Harriet” Ross Tubman  
(1822- March 23, 1913)

Araminta ‘Harriet’ Ross Tubman was one of the bravest and most inspirational woman in history 
. She was known as the “Moses” of her people. Tubman was a fugitive slave whose work as a 
conductor on the Underground Railroad that made her a legend. She led 70 to 300 slaves to 
freedom, among those were her parents and siblings. Slaveowners offered huge rewards of up 
to $40,000 for her capture. Harriet would risk her life for others, and it’s incredibly hard to 
sum up the achievements of her lifetime.

http://docsouth.unc.edu/neh/har
riet/summary.html

http://www.historyinanhour.com
/2012/03/10/harriet-tubman-su
mmary/

http://www.historynet.com/marti
n-luther-king-jr

Martin Luther King Jr
(January 15, 1929 - April 4, 1968)

Martin Luther King Jr., was the predominant leader of the Civil Rights movement to end racial 
segregation and discrimination in America during the 50-’s and 60’s for nonviolent methods. His 
determination to to establish equality among all races, charisma, and speaking skills won him a 
worldwide following. He won the Nobel Peace in 1964, and his “I Have a Dream” speech is 
considered one of the most famous speeches in American history. He was arrested over 20 
times and became the target of conservative segregationists.Dr. King was assassinated on April 
4, 1968, yet he will always live on through our history. 

-Devin

http://docsouth.unc.edu/neh/harriet/summary.html
http://docsouth.unc.edu/neh/harriet/summary.html
http://docsouth.unc.edu/neh/harriet/summary.html
http://www.historyinanhour.com/2012/03/10/harriet-tubman-summary/
http://www.historyinanhour.com/2012/03/10/harriet-tubman-summary/
http://www.historyinanhour.com/2012/03/10/harriet-tubman-summary/
http://www.historyinanhour.com/2012/03/10/harriet-tubman-summary/
http://www.historynet.com/martin-luther-king-jr
http://www.historynet.com/martin-luther-king-jr
http://www.historynet.com/martin-luther-king-jr
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http://docsouth.unc.edu/neh/har
riet/summary.html

http://www.biography.com/peop
le/jackie-robinson-9460813

http://www.historynet.com/jacki
e-robinson

Sojourner “Isabella Baumfree” Truth 
(1797 - November 26, 1883)

Sojourner Truth was an African American abolitionist and women's right activist. 
She was born into slavery, but escaped with her infant daughter in 1826. Truth 
devoted her life to the abolitionist cause and helped recruit black troops for the 
Union Army. Her best known speech about racial inequalities “Ain’t I a woman?” 
was delivered in 1851 at the Ohio Women’s Rights Convention.

Jackie Robinson
(January 31, 1919 - October 24, 1976)
Jackie Robinson is remembered as the man who broke the color barrier in major 
league baseball by signing with the Brooklyn Dodgers in 1942 and was the first African 
American baseball player induced into the Baseball Hall of Fame (1962). His way of 
facing insults and threats that were thrown at him broke down racial barriers, and 
opened ways for black players who followed.  Jackie Robinson was a vital part of civil 
rights in sports, and for that he will always be remembered. 

http://docsouth.unc.edu/neh/harriet/summary.html
http://docsouth.unc.edu/neh/harriet/summary.html
http://docsouth.unc.edu/neh/harriet/summary.html
http://www.biography.com/people/jackie-robinson-9460813
http://www.biography.com/people/jackie-robinson-9460813
http://www.biography.com/people/jackie-robinson-9460813
http://www.historynet.com/jackie-robinson
http://www.historynet.com/jackie-robinson
http://www.historynet.com/jackie-robinson


African-Americans have faced many obstacles over the course of history. 
This hasn't stopped bright, innovative individuals from developing 

inventions like the traffic light and blood bank that have changed the 
world. Here are some famous African-American inventors.
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Great Minds of february

James Edward Maceo West is an American 
inventor and acoustician. He holds over 250 
foreign and U.S. patents for the production 
and design of microphones and techniques 

for creating polymer foil electrets.

Frederick McKinley Jones was an 
African-American inventor, entrepreneur, 

winner of the National Medal of Technology, 
and inductee of the National Inventors Hall of 

Fame. He was best known for the development 
of refrigeration equipment used to transport 

food and blood during World War II.

In 1950, Dr. Helen Dickens was the first African 
American woman admitted to the American 

College of Surgeons. The daughter of a former 
slave, she would sit at the front. By 1969 she was 
associate dean in the Office for Minority Affairs 

at the University of Pennsylvania, and within five 
years had increased minority enrollment from 

three students to sixty-four.
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The Latta Music Department under the direction of Ms. 
Allen has been working very hard all year and have achieved 

award winning status in many different events.  

Students who made 
All-State Choir 

ECOCDA Honor-Choir at 
the Guthrie 

Scottish-Rite Temple

JoAnn H. and Xavier H. with 
OCDA Mixed-Ensemble 

Conductor Francisco NunezElizabeth C. at the 
Cox Convention 
Center for OCDA 

Emily I.. at  State 
Children’s Choir
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Cheyenne J.Sunrise, 2017. Watercolor on paper
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Shelby G. Milky Way, 2017. Watercolor on paper

Megan B. Untitled, 2017. Watercolor on paper
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Isaiah O. Midnight Paris, 2017. Watercolor on paper

Will S. Planets, 2017. Watercolor on paper
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Paige Y. Holocene, 2017. Watercolor on paper

Paige Y. Hot Mess, 2017. Watercolor on paper
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Kele P.  Buffalo, 2017. Watercolor on paper

Jack M. Cherry Blossom Tree, 2017. Watercolor on paper
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Joe H. Rust, 2017. Watercolor on paper

Hunter B. Seattle Space Scene, 2017. Watercolor on paper
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Alexia A.Complementary Butterfly, 2017. Watercolor on paper JoAnn H. Cat, 2017. Watercolor on paper

Paige Y. , 2017. Watercolor on paper
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Madisyn L. Water, 2017. Watercolor on paper

Emma E. Flowers, 2017. Watercolor on paper
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Latta fourth grade recently submitted a few letters that students had written to 
people who have been inspirational to them and countless others.
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William Henry Huddle, Davy Crockett, 
1889, Oil on Masonite, 53.34.33.02 

cm, Dallas Museum of Art
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To save your battery, you can 
turn your brightness down 

all the way and turn on low 
power mode.

Saving Your Battery

Hold down the side button 
and the home button if your 

phone ever freezes up. It 
should unfreeze your phone. 

To charge your phone 
faster put your phone in 
airplane mode to charge 

it twice as fast.

Another thing you can 
use airplane mode for is 

sending the wrong 
thing to someone. If 

you sent someone 
something that wasn’t 
meant for them then 

turn on airplane mode 
right after you send it 
and when you turn it 

off it won’t send.

To check your data, if you 
have AT&T you can call the 
number *3282# and AT&T 
will send you where you 

are on your data.

Airplane Mode
Airplane Mode

Iphone Freezing Up
Keeping Up With 

Your Data This hack is for the iphone 6s 
version or up. tap and hold 
the iphone keyboard lightly 
to engage trackpad mode, 
which will make the actual 
button labels disappear and 

allow you to move the cursor 
around. You can correct your 
errors while typing, or insert 

additional information.

Messed Up Typing?

- Nevaeh
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Everyone has heard it. However, I don’t think people understand how 
important their social media accounts can be to their future. These days, your 
social media is looked at by: Colleges Admissions Boards, Potential Employers, 
and anyone that decided to look at your accounts. Here are the shoulds and 
shouldn'ts of posting on social media. 

● Pictures of your community 
service

● Family Pictures
● Encouraging quotes or 

stories
● Pictures of you and your 

friends
● Cute pictures of your pets 

● Your full address
● Vacation Plans
● Anything you wouldn’t want 

shared with your employer
● Your current location
● Pictures of anything illegal
● Pictures of new expensive 

purchases 
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For the student who thinks, “Great-another day at recess.  Sometimes I wish we didn’t have it at all.  

Just another day for me to feel left out and be all by myself.  Look at them-they all have friends to 

play with, they're having fun.  I’m embarrassed to tell anyone I feel all alone.  It’s hard to join in 

their games and groups of friends.”  

There is a way to help students find friends and enjoyment during recess.  If a student feels left out 

or lonely and doesn’t know how to join in a conversation or a game, instead of being alone, they can 

decide to go sit on the Buddy Bench.  Everybody has those days and this special place lets friends 

know they need a buddy. Compassionate students will notice and embrace the opportunity to include 

students to play in a game or an activity, or just talk.  The student can go from feeling hopeless to 

hopeful-what a great feeling! This opportunity helps students learn compassion and service as they 

strive to eliminate loneliness and foster friendship.

The Buddy Bench originated in Germany by a 7 year old and his family.  The first Buddy Bench in 

the United States was in a school in Pennsylvania.  Now there are an estimated 2000 U.S. schools 

and other countries that have Buddy Benches.  

Students at Latta Elementary have opportunities with the Buddy Bench to develop abilities that will 

foster friendship, serve others, and in turn develop character skills for life. Amazing things can 

happen when we share ourselves in the role of helping one another. Latta Panthers-stepping up to 

make the best better for one another! What an incredible way to make a difference!

2017-the Year of the “Buddy Bench” 
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Celebrating our senior 
athletes and their hard work 
over the past four years.
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On Valentine’s Day we asked Mrs. Cupps and 

the FCCLA members, that were putting 

together the crush and cookies a few 

questions about the process. 

We asked how much time it takes to complete the 

crush and cookie process from start to finish? Some 

of the popular answers were: A month, 5,000 years, 

a week, at least 25 hours, a long long time, we start 

in January, five-ever. Crush and cookie originally 

began as balloon and cookies. However, Mrs. Cupps 

told us that, “Balloons were our nemesis. The teacher 

before me was doing the balloons and cookies, and 

we did them for at least four years until we decided 

that the crushes were a better idea.” This year, the 

FCCLA members took in 1,420 orders and made 

1,600 cookies. The crush and cookies are a 

fundraiser for the FCCLA scholarship, and the 

amount of money put into this scholarship varies 

with each year’s orders. In Mrs. Cupp’s opinion, this 

years has been one the least stressful years in doing 

crush and cookies. We then asked some of the 

FCCLA members that were helping put together the 

orders what they thought was the most enjoyable 

part of crush and cookies was. They told us “ eating 

the cookies” and “getting finished.” While crush and 

cookie season may be a bit stressful for the FCCLA 

members, it is definitely a great way to spread the 

Valentine’s Day Love. 
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On February 6-8, Latta DECA took on State DECA, and we 

are certainly proud with the amount of our 

accomplishments! Our young entrepreneurs expressed their 

talents receiving various achievements in this fast paced 

competition. We are extremely glad to have such an 

amazing DECA team.

Here are our 2017 DECA State winners:

1st Place Sports Promotion - Weston C.

1st Place Financial Literacy - Xavier H., Ryler R., and 

Jonathan M.

1st Place Hotel & Managment Virtual - Carly W.

2nd Place Workplace Safety - Gabe I.

2nd Place Entrepreneurship - Anna E.

2nd Place Creative Marketing - Brandon C., Sunni H., 

Jarrod E.

3rd Place Creative Marketing - Carly W.

4th Place Creative Marketing - Kervon J.

4th Place Workplace Safety - Tagan B. 

Congratulations to the following DECA finalists! - 

Cassidy W., Kaleigh R., Travante S., Taylor P., Austin L., 

Weston C., Ben H., Marko C., Dan G., Alexia A., Austin P., 

Kimberly L., Kervon J., Carly W., Brandon., Sunni H., Jarrod 

E., Anna E., Rylen R., Xavier H., and Joanthan M.,

DECA State 
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